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ABSTRACT: Zero was a brilliant innovation and most significant achievement but it has threatened the foundations of
modern physics and is behind all of the big puzzles in physics. Today, zero lies at the heart of one of the biggest scientifi c
controversies of all time. The mysterious zero is posing challenges not only to intellectuals, philosophers, scientists,
mathematicians, historians and theologizes but also is confusing and un-easing a common man. To have a clear picture of
many issues related to mysterious zero, we need to understand clearly about the concept of infinity, which within itself is
another mystery. A proper understanding about infinity rests on a careful definition of what is finite? Otherwise we will b e
facing un-easing and confusing results. This article is devoted to raise awareness of social, conceptual and operational
issues related with mysterious zero and infinity. The focus is those individuals involved in the process of applying, teaching
and learning mathematics. It is suspected that this article will enable them to think more clearly rather than to be in a state
of confusion.
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foundations of civilization and philosophical thoughts. It is
a strange number in the universe. The universe begins and
ends with zero and is continuing its role as greatest
paradoxes of human thoughts. It is not like other numbers,
it is nothing and everything. Zero is the most fertile ideas
that humanity has devised. It has shifted smoothly from
history and philosophy to science and technology and is a
gift for making complex ideas clear. It is an important tool
of mathematics and has bedeviled and fascinated thinkers.
Despite all this, it has threatened the foundations of modern
physics. Legendary thinkers like Pythagoras, Newton,
Heisenberg and many today‟s astrophysicist, who has tried
to understand zero and whose clashes shook the foundations
of philosophy, mathematics, physics, history, science, and
religion. It has pitted East against West and faith against
reasons. Its intransigence persists in the dark core of black
hole and the brilliant flash of the Big Bang [4].
Zero is behind all of the big puzzles in physics. In
thermodynamics a zero became an un-crossable barrier: the
coldest temperature possible. In Einstein's theory of general
relativity, a zero became a black hole, a monstrous star that
swallows entire suns and can lead us into new worlds. The
infinite density of the black hole represents a division by
zero. The big bang creation from the void is a division by
zero. In quantum mechanics, the infinite energy of the
vacuum is a division by zero and is responsible for a bizarre
source of energy -- a phantom force exerted by nothing at
all. Yet dividing by zero destroys the fabric of mathematics
and the framework of logic and threatens to undermine the
very basis of science. Today, zero lies at the heart of one of
the biggest scientific controversies of all time. The
mysterious zero is posing challenges not only to
intellectuals, philosophers, scientists, mathematicians,
historians and theologizes but also is confusing and uneasing a common man. There are more questions than
being answered about mysterious zero like: Is it really
something? Is it an abstract concept? Is it a number? What
is zero? Who discovered it? How it is related with infinity
(another mystery). Dilemma of the division by zero and
many other operational confusions is there. Dilemma of
Y2K. Is it negative or positive? Is it even or odd? Why
electron is a zero-dimensional object. How one can explain
zero factorial prior to the concept of permutation and
Gamma function? Why zero is a noun, verb, adverb and
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INTRODUCTIO
N
This article is revised extended version of [1]. Invention of
zero was a brilliant innovation and most significant
achievement in present day mathematics. It was the last of
the decimal digit to be established in numeral system. In
contrast to the Roman numeral system, wherein zero was
missing and arithmetic operations such as multiplication
was difficult. It was the invention and introduction of zero
in numeral system that has enabled to deal calculations with
large number. It presents philosophical distinction between
something and nothing. It helps clear up the philosophical
questions about the difference: the presence of nothing, the
absence of something, and the absence of everything. Zero
is required for the law of non-contradiction. It is the
absence of any given subject as regarding the respective
predicate. It is the sum total of all of the quantitative forces
in the universe [2]. Without the notion of zero, descriptive
and prescriptive modeling processes in commerce, business
and trade, astronomy, chemistry, mathematical sciences, etc.
would have been almost impossible. Zero is a very unique
number in nature. It is the only digit, which cannot stand
alone. It needs some sort of companionship to give meaning
to its life. By itself it is nothing. It is mathematically
defined numerical function of nothing that is used not for an
evasion but for an apprehension of reality. It is the only
non-mystical nothing so far. It is a tool, a mathematical
tool, for dealing with reality.
Flourishment and
advancement in present day science is largely facilitated
because of invention and introduction of zero. It is a
mathematical tool in sciences.
It has increased the
capability of computing skill even among the common
people. Numeral system with zero is such an ingenious,
efficacious, and conceptually integrated system that its
enormous profundity, significance, and power is beyond
human imagination. Being unique in meaning and function,
it helped to express infinitely large numbers as well as
making complex numerical operations much simpler. It was
the power of zero that raised the curtains of science during
the Renaissance, which had been drawn by the master
neocheaters since 200BC [3]. Charles Seife [4], a science
journalist, beautifully describes zero in his book as follow; it
is a pivotal concept that has repeatedly revolutionized the
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adjective.
Why Absolute zero (lowest possible
temperature), translates to -273.15 degrees Celsius (or 459.67 degrees Fahrenheit). Why we try very often to avoid
its pronunciation by many different substitute while it is not
the case with other digits.
This article is devoted to raise awareness of issues related
with mysterious zero. Historic perspective will not be
highlighted. The focus is those individuals involved in the
process of teaching and learning mathematics. It is
suspected that this article will enable them to think more
clearly rather than to be in a state of confusion. Before we
discuss some other issues related with zero, I would like to
emphasize here that reaching a solution by a short cut or
may be too much depending on technology may lead us to a
wrong approach/concept. Let us look at this example;

x2  1  x  1 but x2  1  x ? It will not be
surprising if some students say x  1 because we are
teaching them a short cut approach in the first solution. We
should adopt as follow;

x2  1  x2  1  0  ( x  1)( x  1)  0  x  1
OR

x2  1  x2  1  x  1   x  1  x  1

.
2. Historic Perpective
All other kind of numbers came into existence due to our
algebraic needs but the concept of zero was probably in use
as early as human beings first began to do arithmetic. There
was no early notation for zero because of which ancient
legend mathematicians and philosophers failed to work with
zero as like the present day mathematicians, philosophers and
scientists, etc.
There are two very important but different uses of
zero. One is the use of zero as empty place indicator in a
place-value system. The second is the use of zero as a
number (digit). Babylonian had a place-value system without
empty place indicator for over 1000 years. They were used to
write on tablets of unbaked clay in cuneiform writing based
on 60 rather than 10 as we have today. Eventually it failed to
provide a distinct translation with or without place-value
number. Historically, two wedges symbols were not the only
one being used. Tablets founds around 700 BC in Kish, an
ancient Mesopotamian city in the east of Babylon (South
Central Iraq), have single hook and three hooks. They were
used for empty position but only between the digits rather
than at the end of digits. The place-value system with zero
was also in practice in an old civilization of Maya (South
Mexico, Guatemala, North Belize) as early as 665 but their
use of zero goes back further before the introduction of their
place-valued system.
Ancient Greeks began their
contribution to mathematics when zero as an empty place
indicator was in use by Babylonian.
Since Greek
mathematics was based on geometry so they never practice
the positional number system. They never felt the need to
name the numbers because they worked with numbers as
lengths of lines. The number which were only required for
the purpose of record were named but mostly by merchants
rather than mathematicians except those involved in
recording astronomical data.
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In contrast to the Indian claim, some historian believe that the
Greek astronomers are the first one who used the symbol “0”
as notation for zero.
There are many theories and
controversies on this issue. Some historian agreed on the
explanation of being “omicron” the first letter of the Greek
word for nothing namely “ouden”. Neugebauer negated this
argument. Other explanations are that it stands for “obol” a
coin of almost no value. Greek‟s emphasis on geometry kept
them from perfecting number notation system. They simply
have no use for zero. Greek as well as Egyptian were unable
to create a symbol to represent zero. Ptolemy (130 AD) in
the Almagest used the Babylonian sexagesimal system along
with “0” as empty place holder but has not thought “0” as a
number but a sort of symbol. Indian mathematicians
[Brahmagupta, Mahaviva & Bhaskara] had claimed that by
around 650 AD, the use of zero as a number came into Indian
mathematics. In Sanskrit (An Indian Language), the word for
zero is “sunya” meaning “void”. They believe that the
concept of zero originated as the written symbol for empty
column of the abacus. The “sunya” later became “sifr” in
Arabic; “cifra‟ in Roman; and finally “cipher‟ in English.
The term aught, naught and cipher are old name in English
for zero. In French, “chiffre” means zero. In Russian, “cifra”
means “written numbers” and “ziffer in German means one
single written number. German used “null” for zero.
The origin of our current notation for the number
zero is originated in India, later employed by Arabs (AlKhwarizmi, Ibn-Ezra, Al-Samawal, etc) and from there
spreaded to China through Ch‟in Chiu-Shao and to Europe
by Leonard Fibonacci. Zero became part of the Natural
Number System, which is also known as the Whole Number
System in the last century when Giuseppe Peano puts it in his
first of the five axioms for his number theory.
3. Social, Conceptual and Operational Issues
3.1 Avoidance
In contrast to other digits or numbers, we very often
intentionally or unintentionally practice a variety of
avoidance for zero. Whether it is our telephone number, bank
account, identification card number, student ID card, staff
number, social security number, office number, level of a
floor, street number and zip code, you just name anything, we
try to avoid pronouncing zero and instead pronounce it as
“oh”, “naught”, “duck”, and “aught”, etc. It is not the practice
with other numbers, only special exception is for zero.
Recently, 2000 was termed as Y2K, avoidance. The reader
might have noted another strange behavior of zero in English
Literature, that is, it has been used as a verb, adverb, noun,
and as adjective.
If we observe “0”, it appears at the end of computer‟s
keyboard but at the bottom of calculator and telephone set. In
some places it a starting point while at other places it is an
ending point. One wonder, with these practices, is it possible
to label zero as an end or a start. 0 on Celsius thermometer
means different as compared to 0 on Fahrenheit thermometer.
Use of zero as ground zero, as absolute zero temperature, as
root (x-intercept) of a function fand as zero divisor structure
in Real Algebra and Ring Theory etc. is another terminology
of mysterious zero. We rarely denote any ground level as 0level while in Spain, etc. they frequently use 0-level.
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Historically, it is also blamed that failure of Roman numeral
system and so is the demise of Roman Empire was mostly
due the absence of zero in their numeral system. Have we
ever thought and observe of the confusions and fallacies in
our own system? Zero has been avoided carefully in
cardinality, ordinality, magnitude, length, and many other
measurements. Julian calendar and Gregorian calendar were
introduced in the absence of zero but now, with the present
concept of zero, nothing much has been thought.
Symbolically the vowel “o” and zero as a number “0” looks
same, appears next to each other on computer keyboard but
are treated quite differently. X-intercept, root, solution of a
function is named as zero of a function. Our next issue is;

3.2 Zero, A Concept and/or A Number?
Conceptuality is subjective while realization is objective.
Conceptuality is mostly metaphysical while reality is
physical. Concepts must be real in their correct context. The
concept of zero was probably in use as early as human beings
first began to do arithmetic [5]-[6]. Concept of zero was
derived from the concept of “void‟, “empty”, “null”,
“nothing”, “not there”, “bottom”, „failure”, “duck”, etc.
Philosophically, presence of “nothing” reflects “nonexistence”, absence of “something” reflects “nonavailability” and absence of “anything” reflects “nonexistence”. Zero is a symbol for “not there” which is
different from “nothing”, “not there” reflects that number or
item exist but that is not just available. Concept of zero was
so important that it has given birth to negative numbers;
otherwise we would have been dealing with only positive
numerals as was the case in many old civilizations.
Originally zero was not the candidate for being number.
When the ideas of number became more and more abstract,
philosophical thoughts shifted to science, it was then that
makes possible the consideration of zero as a number. In
different civilization, it appeared as part of their numeral
system, while the other like Romans were not having the
concept of zero. We conclude, “Zero is a concept as well as a
number (digit)”. It obeys most of the same rules of arithmetic
that ordinary numbers do, so we call it a number. It is a
unique and mysterious number because it does not obey all of
the same rules as other numbers. We always mix up the
abstract concept with concrete concept. Unfortunately, there
is a lot of mix up and confusion because of these two
concepts of zero.
3.3 Concept of Infinity
Without a doubt, one of the strangest, richest and even most
dangerous notions humanity has invented is infinity. To have
a clear picture of many issues related to mysterious zero, we
need to understand clearly about the concept of infinity,
which within itself is another mystery.
A proper
understanding about infinity rests on a careful definition of
what is finite? Otherwise we will be facing un-easing and
confusing results. We try to understand it as endlessness,
infinitude,
infiniteness,
boundlessness,
limitlessness.
Unfortunately, starting from Brahmagupta till today, some of
us try wrongly to express infinity in terms of zero [7].
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Infinity is either endless cycle or an eternal limit. It is
impossible to count or write out or express infinity through
linear examples. Aristotle described infinity as; “It is plain,
too, that the infinite cannot be an actual thing and a substance
and principle. Mostly, the fallacy and confusion is due to our
misunderstanding to a very crucial and important
mathematical concept “equal to zero” and “approaching
zero”. Anyhow, it is agreed upon that “infinity is not a
number” but rather “name of an abstract concept”. Most
often we also get confused that infinity is undefined while the
fact is that infinity is a well-defined abstract concept but yes
value of infinity is undefined. Interestingly, people are used
to say that zero and infinity are two jokers in our numeral
system.
3.4. Multiplication by Zero
Unfortunately, there are teachers who continue misleading
students as follow:
4(3)  3  3  3  3  12  4  4  4
3 time
4 time

n  m  m  m      m or n  m  n  n      n
n time
m time
therefore;
  0  0  0          0 or .
 time
More sophisticated arguments can also be made like:
1

  0  lim  x    1
x
x  
Multiplication practice here is not justified. 0 is a number
(digit) and ∞ is a concept. Multiplication is not meant to
multiply a number (digit) with a concept. This type of
writing should not be practice. This type of expression
appears in indeterminate form like lim ( x ln x) Rather than
x 0

writing as 0 × ∞, we should practice like lim[ f ( x) g ( x)] is
x a

in indeterminate form if lim f ( x)  0 and lim g ( x)   .
x a

x a

Similar dilemma is with     . Infinity is an abstract
concept and can be of different type/nature. Multiplication is
not meant to multiply concepts. Nature or type of one
infinity may be different from other infinity. We should say
that if something approaches infinity and another thing also
approached infinity and their product is justified then their
product approached infinity rather than equal to infinity.
3.5 Division by Zero
Brahmagupta [8], an Indian mathematician, whom historians
believed is a pioneer to introduce zero in Indian numeral
system. He writes; “A number remains unchanged when
divided by zero”. He also writes “zero divided by zero is
zero”. Bhaskara [9], another Indian mathematician, even 500
years later writes; “A quantity divided by zero becomes a
fraction the denominator of which is zero. This fraction in
n
termed an infinite quantity”. He has written
  . One
0
may observe the same concept in some of the current books
of mathematics [Taylor III]. If we divide any number by zero
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on a calculator, the outcome would be an error “E”. Division
by zero produces a fatal condition in a computer system.
Now, let us look at some of the common practices.

p
that is, inverting process of
 r  qr  p
q
multiplication.
2. Dividing a number by another number means splitting it up
8
into groups. For example: or 8  2 means that take 8 and
2
divide it up between 2 groups.
3. p is divisible by q if p can uniquely be written as p = bq +
r where 0  r  q .
1.

8
or 8  2 is
2
equivalent to (8- 2- 2- 2- 2 = 0), that is, how many times 2
can be subtracted from 8.
Does any of the approach or practice justify division by zero?
It is a fallacy that any number divided by zero is infinity or
subtracting zero infinite time from number results infinity.
Zero is a number and infinity is an abstract concept. There is
a difference between some variable equal to zero and a
variable approaches zero. Division by zero is “meaningless”,
“undefined” in reals and there is no justification even to write
8
or 8  0 .
0
1
1
Look at another concept
 &
 0  0    1 . Can
0

infinity be the Inverse of zero?
Sometimes, we get confused in indeterminate forms, where
the pivotal concept is the limit of a variable approaching zero
or may be infinity. Involving division by a real quantity x
which approaches zero may be in fact be well defined. A
similar fallacy is to say that logarithmic value of zero is
infinity while the fact is that this operation is undefined.
Similarly, zero is additive inverse of itself which is a unique
property but other fact is that zero has no multiplicative
inverse under any circumstances. Most of the indeterminate
forms involve zero and/or infinity which we wrongly write
4.

Division is a fast subtraction, that is,

and explain as;

0 
, ,   , 00 , 0  ,  , 0 , 0 ,
0 

1∞.
Misconcepts are due to misunderstanding of zero, infinity,
wrongly applying the binary operations and not
differentiating between x  0 and x  0 . We will
discuss few cases;
1.

1
lim ( )   because

x 0 x

1
 .
0

1
  does not
0

qualify to write and declare it equal to infinity. We should
say

1
  as x  0 but does not qualify to say equal
x

to infinity. We should differentiate between limit and value of

a
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function

such

as

1
then f ( x  0)  undefined .
x
1
1
 0 because
 0 . Zero is neither
2. lim
x x

f ( x) 

positive nor negative so writing is wrong. Division is not
justified because 1 is a number and infinity is an abstract
concept. We should say;

1
 0 as x   .
x

3.      : This is not an indeterminate form.
Addition is not meant to add concept. Nature or type of one
infinity may be different from other infinity. We should say
that if something approaches infinity and another thing also
approached infinity and their sum is justified then their sum
approached infinity.
4.

0
: This is another dilemma of zero. Our understanding
0

is that division by zero is an operational mistake, we should
not divide by zero, and it is undefined (impossible). In this
case, it is indeterminate form (not clear, uncertain, and
inconclusive). To overcome this confusion we should say;

x
will be in indeterminate form
y
if x  0 and y also  0 .
The well defined fraction

Zero is behind all of the big puzzles in physics. In
thermodynamics, zero is un-crossable barrier: “the possible
coldest temperature”. In Einstein's theory of general
relativity, zero is black hole and infinite density of the black
hole represents a division by zero. The big bang creation
from the void is also division by zero. In quantum mechanics,
the infinite energy of the vacuum is a division by zero (phan
tom force). General relativity and quantum mechanics, the
two pillars of modern science have in common -- and what
they clash over -- is zero." "The infinite zero of a black hole - mass crammed into zero space, curving space infinitely -punches a hole in the smooth rubber sheet. The equations of
general relativity cannot deal with the sharpness of zero. In a
black hole, space and time are meaningless.
3.6. Zero is Positive or Negative Number
It took longer for the idea of negative numbers to be
accepted. The negative sign along with the numbers is an
extension of number system used to indicate directionality.
Considering zero as starting point for both positive and
negative numbers incorrectly confused that zero is positive as
well as negative. The fact is +8 and –8 gives a sense of
direction, that is, position to the right or left of zero while
considering zero as a center or zero as a place between
positive and negative. Another place where fallacy occurs is
the interpretation of “non-negative” and “non-positive”. The
first include zero along with all positive numbers while the
other include zero along with negative numbers. This is
wrongly interpreted, as zero is both positive as well as
negative without considering the differentiation between
positive and non-negative and similarly negative and non-
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positive. Computers have two versions of zero; positive and
negative. Another fallacy indicated in mathematics book is
writing zero as +0 or –0. The same appears in the context of
additive inverse of zero wherein we think of negative zero as
opposite of zero. The concept of opposite is our own
managerial invention. For non-zero numbers, opposite may
be understood as an equally distance number but on opposite
side but in case of zero we are taking of opposite of a concept
in term of number, that is. Quantity verses quality. To
conclude our discussion, it is agreed upon that zero is neither
positive nor negative [10].
3.7 Misuse
Since it is easy to change 0 to 6 or 9 so consequently we are
forced to write figure in words.
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